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End Of 2013 Season Wrap-Up
Well the season has ended,
our 2013 seniors have graduated, and its time to start
preparing to go through the
whole process again. As a
general overlook of the past
season, I think it is fair to
say we have exceeded our
expectations. In 2013 our
team was bigger than ever,
with over sixty students—
which shows how well our
robotics team is becoming
known at our school. Our
build season was a success
with our creation of two full
robots, and with a large
amount of student leadership and underclassman
participation. Our communication and effectiveness in

the workshop were what in
turn led to our success at
the competitions. Our robot
scored record points, we

Our team photo after the
final competition
were finally noticed as a
strong, competitive team,
and we made it further than
anyone had hoped in competition. This year was a big

turning point in our team, as
we have now started the
process of transitioning
from a group of students
building a robot to a team of
kids that demonstrates the
meaning of FIRST. We are
ready to take the necessary
steps to improve our game
and prepare ourselves for
this year. As noticed on our
Chairman’s Award entry
feedback, “we are a team
with increasing potential,”
and we hope to be even
stronger competitors at this
year’s competitions. Overall
last year’s was a great season, and we only hope to
continue our upward climb.

2014 Leadership Team
A close-up look at
the back of our
robot

One of the only ways our
team has learned to be successful over the years with
our ever growing roster of
students has been a strong
and effective leadership
system. This year our team
is led by senior Jade P, with
four main team captains—
the Hardware Captain

James L with a Senior Mechanical Lead Maxx M,
three main mechanism subteams, and a drive train
sub-team; the Integration
Captain Tom B with an
electrical sub-team and the
software sub-team; the
Strategy Captain Gabe A
with the strategy team; and

the Business, Outreach,
and Promotion Captain
Chloe B with a rebranding
group, a business group, a
sponsor group, and outreach group. It is the organization of our team that allows for our large team to
function and strive to
achieve success together.
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Odessa (our robot)
taking a break between matches

Our competition
was like a super
bowl for nerds
~Senior, Jade P

Our robot
successfully
completing a
first level climb

2013: The First Competition
Our first competitions of
2013 could be describe in
three words; frantic, busy,
and exhausting. Coming into the first competition, we had a broken mechanism, an
uncompleted mechanism, a weight budget
to maintain, all new
sorts of code to install,
repairs to make, and very
limited driver experience.
This did not make for the
best combination. However, the spirit of our team
prevailed and we were
able to pull through. We
put our uncompleted robot
through a few matches,
and used the first competition mainly as a way of

fixing and perfecting our
robot. Although we had
continual problems with
our climbing mechanism,
we were able to start
scoring a decent amount
of points with our shooter
alone, in autonomous as
well as teleoperated
modes. We could see that
as the days of the competition went on, the improvements in our robot’s
and driver’s performances
improved drastically. One
major feat was that after
realizing that our dreams
of climbing to the third
level of the pyramid were
simply not attainable, we
decided to do something
crazy and try to do a first

row climb by merely balancing on the brackets at
the edge of one part in the
climbing mechanism. And
surprisingly, with lots of
caution, it worked.
Although it was nowhere
in the design of the robot,
we were able to work with
what we had and innovate
a solution by attaching
some 3-D printed hooks
to the brackets, eventually
leading to an astonishing
seven second climb after
an impressive round. We
left with high hopes for
how well we would be
able to do at the second
competition.

2013: The Second Competition
Our team at the second
competition was on a
completely new level than
the first. This competition
was a huge success in
the way that we recognized and solved problems and performed on the
game field. The
success of the
robot in the matches exceeded everybody’s expectations. With one
competition under
their belts, the
drive team was
more equipped to
handle the match-
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es, consistently improving
the game of the robot. We
went from getting only
one round of shooting per
match to being able to
complete three full rounds
as well as a first level
climb, which nobody
would have been able to
predict. Our autonomous
points were on average
three for three, and
although our complicated
code for automatic shooting never really worked to
its full ability, the manual
shooting through the use
of cameras and a set in
targeting system allowed
the robot to average as

many as 45 points per
match. The success of
our robot was noted by
other teams, as we were
consistently the highest
scoring team on all of our
alliances. The situation of
our team even became a
joke amongst the other
teams the in the competition, in that our success
did not match our ranking.
However, our robot’s superior performance was
recognized and subsequently we were the third
pick of the elimination
matches. We were all
very satisfied with the
year’s closing.
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Competition Pictures!

Welcoming Our New Members
The 2013 season is now over,
the old seniors gone, and a
new wave of members has
joined our team this year.
However, a wave would not
be adequate enough to describe this addition. A tsunami
would be more appropriate.
The roster for our team this
year started at 84 members, a
new record for sure. We’ve

gone through many stages
trying to understand this. First,
confusion: how did this happen, did we market our team
to the student population too
much this time? Then, denial:
there’s no way we will be able
to handle this many students!
We have to think of ways to
use everyone effectively!
What are we going to do?!
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“I can’t wait to
be more involved

And finally, acceptance and
curiosity set in, as we pondered how on earth we
would be able to distribute
everybody and still offer
them an important job with
the team. It is a challenge
we are willing to take.

with the team
this summer and
hopefully
influence some
people in our
community!”
Senior, Chloe B

Howard County STEM Festival
As a way to give back to the
community, we have been
looking for opportunities such
as Girl Power and the STEM
Fair to participate in. The
STEM Fair was a new tradition in Howard County, created as a way to interest elementary and middle school
kids about science, technolo-

gy, engineering, and math.
We felt that there was no better place to help spread our
message, so we came to present and demonstrate our
robot to the kids at the festival. It is always very rewarding to watch kids get so excited over something our team
worked so hard to make, and

it is always fun to
try to describe how
we were possibly
able to build such a
cool machine. We
loved getting the
chance to share
what we do with
interested kids, and to
inspire them.

Our team featured in the
news about the festival
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Battle O’ Baltimore

Getting back into an off-season
competition was refreshing and
exciting, and it felt good to be
competing again after the long
break after the 2013 year’s competitions.
This was the first competition of
the year with some our incoming
freshmen in attendance, so we
made sure to spend time trying to
introduce the students to all
things FIRST. With competition
matches starting off, one of our
biggest dilemmas was figuring
out who was going to be a part of
the drive team! The only returning member was senior Chloe B,
the driver, the previous human
player was switched to be the
drive captain, and the shooter
had graduated. Three members

stepped up to the plate to participate:
freshmen Charissa A and Brandon S,
and sophomores Jaylan H and Jahmyire J.

However, our problems didn't end
there. For the first few matches our
robot had some technical difficulties
with connection problems, as well as
control problems. But, this didn’t seem
to hold us back. Our performance only
seemed to take off from there, becoming one of the major threats in the com-

petition.
We ended up becoming one of
the top eight teams, enabling us
to pick our alliance, and we actually won our first elimination
match! Our excellent strategy
decisions as well as our analysis
and breakdown of every one of
our matches allowed our team to
play phenomenally, defending
against some of the best long
distance shooters, sacrificing our
camera pole in the process.
Even though we didn’t win, our
team walked away with a great
feeling of pride from all the compliments we received as well as
from the knowledge of how well
we performed, which will hopefully foreshadow how we perform
for the rest of the year.

IROC
IROC, the final competition of 2013, was one
more chance to relive the
glory of our robot, taking it
out for one last spin before its retirement.

Our robot after the
destruction of the
hopper and shooter

The robot seemed to be
working swell in the first
rounds of the competition,
performing exceptionally
well with the rookie drivers in charge of the controls. With the lead driver
absent and the assisting
manipulators graduated,
junior Thomas T, sophomore Jaylan H, and sophomore Charissa A took on
the challenging job of running the robot.
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Unfortunately, our team’s
competitive ability
changed abruptly when a
collision with an opposing
alliance’s robot smashed
us into a wall, leading to a
complete break straight
through the center of our
hopper, seriously damaging many other parts of
the shooter. Our outlook
after that moment shifted,
but our team didn't cease
to enjoy the rest of the
competition together.
We changed our strategy
to use an extending device to block some of
those annoyingly effective
long distance shooters,

and ended up being very
useful in our alliances.
One exciting moment of
the competition was winning the Toy Drive Award
for the second year in a
row. With over 150 dollars
collected and many donations by team members,
we gathered the most toys
to be donated to Toys for
Tots.
Overall our robot, Odessa,
made a good run, and everybody was proud of all of
the hard work that we put
into building it.
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This Year’s Seniors

Chloe B

Gabe A

Position: Team
Captain

Position: Business Team
Captain

Position: Strategy Team
Captain

Position: Hardware
Team Captain

Years on Team: 4

Years on Team: 4

Years on Team: 3

Years on Team: 3

Favorite Memory:
Getting auto-targeting
code to actually work.

Favorite Memory:
Driving the robot at both
competitions last year,
and performing so well
that we were one of the
top scorers and one of
the top picks.

Favorite Memory:
Enjoying an assignment
my first year trying to
make a mechanism
work and the trial and
error, process.

Favorite Memory:
Fixing the harvester
my first year without
the team lead.

Maxx M

Víctor T

Anibal Q

Jade P

James L

Valerie C

Position: Senior
Mechanical Lead

Position: Mechanical

Position: Mechanical

Position: Mechanical

Years on Team: 4

Years on Team: 4

Years on Team: 3

Years on Team: 3

Favorite Memory: The
Washington D.C. tournament finishing with a
social, and building the
basketball silo transporter thing without the
team lead. And dressing
up for the tournaments
of course

Favorite Memory:
Helping with the integration of the various
mechanical components of our robot. And
button collecting.

Favorite Memory:
Going to my first competition, because it
was so interesting to
see all the different
robots and watch our
robot compete after
weeks of hard work.

Favorite Memory:
Becoming an expert
at replacing belts on
Susan, our 2012
competition robot.

Senator Mikulski came to visit our pit!

Thank you to our generous sponsors!

Contact Info



National Security Agency



Helm Point Solutions



SAIC



The PTR Group

Contact Kathy Laukzemis at



Booz | Allen | Hamilton

kelaukz@yahoo.com



AKAYLA



Kimball Consulting, Inc.

Follow us on our twitter
@raidrobotics



AFCEA



CollabraSpace



Parkinsons and Movement Disorders of Maryland, LLC.

(Portions are still under
construction)



Maryland Space Business Roundtable

Or our competition videos

Interested in sponsoring us
or learning more about the
team?

Check out our NEW website
http://first.raidtech.net

youtube.com/user/RAID2537
Edited by Chloe Berman

